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Abstract:
The goal of this study is to propose a tentative model for performance evaluation of provincial gas companies in the National Iranian Gas Company (NIGC), based on a combined approach including Balanced Score Card and Fuzzy TOPSIS. Balanced Score Card was used to design the performance evaluation index and Fuzzy Topsis to determine final scores and ranks of provincial gas companies. In the proposed approach, effective criteria for companies’ performance evaluation were firstly determined on the basis of Balanced Score method, in four respects: customer, internal processes, growth/Learning, and financial. These criteria were subsequently finalized gathering expert opinions. The effectiveness of such criteria in companies’ performance assessment were determined using questionnaire and expert opinions. Furthermore, due to the variable environment of the issue under consideration, the Fuzzy Topsis was drawn upon fuzzy concepts. Eventually, the proposed hybrid approach was applied to assign final scores and ranks of five provincial gas companies, i.e. Ilam, Kermanshah, Lorestan, Markazi, and Hamedan.
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1. Introduction:
Today, as economic territories border on each other, the world competition is given further dimensions. Attempt to raise productivity and to promote efficiency builds the main foundation for this competition. Improvement in organizational performance assists development and advancement. Different countries make investment in order to develop a performance evaluation approach and to employ measurement methods. Today, performance evaluation along with productivity acts as an incentive to economic development. Improvement in different resources including labor, capital, materials, energy, and data is pursued by all directors and managers of economic organizations, industrial-manufacturing corporations, and service departments. Focusing on efficiency of productions and services, organizations can stimulate growth and development and can follow a right path. Accordingly, organizations are required to gain awareness of concepts of performance evaluation and to formulate strategies for its improvement. Today, performance is evaluated by governments in general levels as well. One of crucial stages of performance measurement is a determination of efficient and measurable indicators. Lack of performance evaluation system in different organizational levels including resources, objectives, and strategies is one of organizational disease symptoms. Consequently, for gaining awareness of their own quality and efficiency.
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especially in dynamic environments, organizations need an evaluation system. Defining new indicators and looking into performance evaluation trace back 1980s when big changes and developments occurred in management areas of study on the basis of criticisms against evaluations affected radically by financial criteria (Brem, Kreusel & Neusser, 2008). Nevertheless, most advancements in performance evaluation trace back the end of 1980s and 1990s when performance was evaluated in multidimensional and balanced terms and directors and managers attempt to gather valuable data for making managerial decisions; yet next studies showed a gap between knowledge and its practical application (Garengo, Biazzo & Bititci, 2005). Akbarzadeh (2012) attempts to map out practical strategies in organizations and corporations on the basis of balanced scorecard model (BSC). As this researcher points out, directors and experts should evaluate organizational performance and make decisions in accordance with accurate and precise information rather than assumptions and feelings. Shahverdi et al. (2011) evaluate performance of 3 private banks in Iran by using balanced scorecard and multi-criterion decision making techniques (MCDM). In this study, directors and professionals choose 21 indicators for performance evaluation. Additionally, a Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (FAHP) takes place for measurement of relative weight of each indicator. Also, three analytical tools of MCDM including TOPSIS, VIKOR, and ELECTRE determine performance ranking of banks. Their findings show that customers' satisfaction is the most crucial indicator in banking departments.

Nejati et al. (2009) examines parameters of service quality in aviation industry and offers their rankings in Iran by employing Fuzzy TOPSIS method. The findings demonstrated that flight safety, good appearance of airplane personnel, and supply of excellent services to customers round-the-clock are the most significant determinants of service quality in airplanes. It is worth noting that awareness of flight time by telephone is the least significant determinate. Moreover, most passengers prefer to travel with airplane. Lee et al. (2008) propose a FAHP-and-BSC-based approach for evaluation of information technology in construction industry of Taiwan. BSC is offered for a hierarchical description from 4 viewpoints including finance, customer, internal business, and learning and growth. It provides each of these dimensions with performance indicators. A FAHP data system is ultimately established in order to develop guidelines for IT sectors of construction industry in Taiwan. Kaplan and Norton (2004) put emphasis on causal relationship between dimensions of BSC. They reveal that in analysis of BSC, there is a causal relationship between objectives and parameters of these dimensions. As prior studies have not still integrated BSC with Fuzzy TOPSIS for ranking. Therefore, the present study combines these two methods for ranking of 5 gas companies in Iran.

2. Balanced Score Card
Balanced scorecard is one of the most important posed instruments in the field of business in the last century. In the beginning of 1990, Robert Kaplan, professor of commercial academy of Harvard University along with David Norton being manager of a research company in this time, began a research program in order to assess successes factors of 12 top American companies and to study performance evaluation of these companies. Thus, Kaplan and Norton announced that due to do a complete evaluation of performance, performance of the organization should be evaluated in four perspectives:
Kaplan and Norton's findings determined that successful companies define their objectives from the four perspectives of aims and select measures for evaluation, they designate lower aims from these measures during evaluative period, then they plan and fulfill administrative proceedings and innovations for achievement of these aims. Kaplan and Norton called this method of performance evaluation as a method of balance or balanced scorecard. (Kaplan & Norton 2004).
Balanced scorecard completes the financial indexes of last performances with the determiner indexes of future performances. Aims and indexes of balanced scorecard are determined by strategy and perspective of organization. These aims and indexes look at performance of organization in four aspects: financial, customer, internal process and growth and learning.

As it is shown in Figure 1, these four perspectives provide a frame for balanced scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996).

![Figure 1. Perspectives of balanced scorecard](Image)

2.1 Perspective and strategy:
Financial perspective: in order to achieve financial success, how should we encounter shareholders?
Customer perspective: in order to achieve our aims, how should we behave with customers?

Internal processes perspective: what commercial processes are necessary in order to satisfy shareholders and customers?

Growth and learning perspective: how do we promote individuals’ abilities in order to achieve perspective?

2.2 Financial perspective

In Financial perspective of balanced scorecard, economical results of utilizing strategies are evaluated. As financial operation can be evaluated with indexes like operational interest, capital return and surplus value rate in systems of planning, before strategic planning and control systems, it can be evaluated in balanced scorecard as an operation for performance evaluation and an instrument for controlling as well as financial performance with similar indexes and relations (Simons, 2000).

2.3 Customer perspective

In customer perspective of balanced scorecard, managers firstly designate customer and market’s parts trending to compete. Designated parts will include customers as well as present and potential markets. This perspective balanced scorecard involves several public indexes and a series of secondary indexes. Essential indexes consist of customer satisfaction, customer preservation, attraction of new customer, profit per customer, market share in customer and market’s parts (Kaplan & Norton, 1996).

2.4 Learning and growth perspective

Learning and growth of organization derives from three principle sources of humanitarian power, information systems, instructions and organizational processes. Level of achievement to capabilities and special power are evaluated in these sources of learning and growth perspective of balanced scorecard.

In order to evaluate aims related to this perspective, factors like achievement rate of customer to information and internal processes by managers and operational employees are evaluated regarding information systems and coextensive rate of employees’ motivations with goal of organization about instructions and organizational procedures (Simons, 2000).

2.5 Internal processes perspective

In internal processes perspective of balanced scorecard, managers firstly designate key internal processes that should be emphasized due to fulfill strategy on them (these process enable the organization to value for the customer attraction and preservation and to provide shareholders’ expectations) (Robert & Simons, Every business involves a collection of special processes in order to put a value on customer and financial results for shareholders. Procedure of balanced scorecard selects the concatenate model of Porter value as a public pattern for using in perspective of internal processes which include three processes of innovation, operation and after-sales service(Kaplan & Notron, 1996).

3. The Fuzzy TOPSIS method

In this method, which was proposed by Hwang and Yoon in 1981, m choices are evaluated based on n indices. The underlying logic of this method defines the (positive) ideal solution and the negative ideal one. The (positive) ideal solution is one which increases the benefit-related criterion and decreases those related to cost. The optimal choice is a choice that has the minimum distance from the ideal solution while keepsthe maximum distance from the negative ideal one. In other words, in TOPSIS-based ranking, choices being the most similar to the ideal solution achieve higher ranks. the target space between two example criteria is shown in the following figure. Here, \(A_2\) and \(A\) represent the ideal and negative ideal solutions respectively. Compared with the \(A^2\), the \(A^1\) choice is located at a smaller distance from the ideal choice and a larger distance from the negative ideal one. (Habibi, Izadyar & Sarafrazi, 1393)

![Figure 2: The positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution](image-url)
In this section, the fuzzy TOPSIS technique introduced by Chen (2000) is going to be used to rate companies. This technique has been proposed in the following steps:

**Step 1**: In the first step, assessment criteria and subject matter experts are identified.

**Step 2**: In this phase, the verbal measures presented in the following table are used to evaluate different choices in relation with assessment criteria. In other words, the following table can be used to determine choices’ scores with regard to sub-criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic variables</th>
<th>Corresponding triangular fuzzy number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very poor (VP)</td>
<td>(0-0-20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor (P)</td>
<td>(0-20-40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair (F)</td>
<td>(30-50-70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good (G)</td>
<td>(60-80-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good (VG)</td>
<td>(80-100-100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 3**: In this step, experts’ evaluation of different choices with respect to the criteria will be aggregated using arithmetic mean.

**Step 4**: In this step, fuzzy decision matrix and normalized fuzzy decision matrix will be calculated and specified based on the following equation’s.

\[
\tilde{D} = \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{x}_{11} & \ldots & \tilde{x}_{1n} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \tilde{x}_{m1} & \ldots & \tilde{x}_{mn} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\tilde{W} = [\tilde{w}_1, \tilde{w}_2, \ldots, \tilde{w}_n]
\]

where \( \tilde{x}_{ij}, \forall i, j \) and \( \tilde{w}_j, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) are linguistic variables. These linguistic variables can be described by triangular fuzzy numbers, \( \tilde{x}_{ij} = (a_{ij}, b_{ij}, c_{ij}) \) and \( \tilde{w}_j = (w_{j1}, w_{j2}, w_{j3}) \).

**Step 5**: Weighted normalized fuzzy decision matrix is calculated based on the following equations:

\[
\tilde{R} = [\tilde{r}_{ij}]_{m \times n}
\]

\[
\tilde{r}_{ij} = \left( \frac{a_{ij}}{c_{ij}^{max}}, \frac{b_{ij}}{c_{ij}^{max}}, \frac{c_{ij}}{c_{ij}^{max}} \right), \quad j \in B
\]

\[
\tilde{r}_{ij} = \left( \frac{a_{ij}^{min}}{c_{ij}}, \frac{b_{ij}^{min}}{b_{ij}}, \frac{a_{ij}^{min}}{a_{ij}} \right), \quad j \in C
\]

\[
c_{ij}^{max} = \max_i c_{ij} \quad \text{if} \quad j \in B
\]

\[
a_{ij}^{min} = \min_i a_{ij} \quad \text{if} \quad j \in C
\]

In the above equations, \( m \) is the number of choices, \( n \) is the number of the criteria, \( B \) represents benefit-related set of criteria and \( C \) represents cost-related set of criteria.

**Step 6**: Fuzzy positive ideal solution (FPIS) and fuzzy negative ideal solution (FNIS) are determined in this phase.
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\[ FPIS : A^* = (\tilde{v}^*_1, \tilde{v}^*_2, \ldots, \tilde{v}^*_n) \]
\[ FNIS : A^- = (\tilde{v}^-_1, \tilde{v}^-_2, \ldots, \tilde{v}^-_n) \]

**Step 7:** The distance of each choice from fuzzy positive ideal solution and fuzzy negative ideal solution is measured using the following equations:

\[ d^+_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} d(\tilde{v}_j, \tilde{v}^*_j), i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \]
\[ d^-_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} d(\tilde{v}_j, \tilde{v}^-_j), i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \]

If the two numbers \( \tilde{v}_j = (v^p_j, v^m_j, v^s_j) \) and \( \tilde{v}^*_j = (v'^p_j, v'^m_j, v'^s_j) \) are fuzzy, then the distance between these two fuzzy number is calculated from the following equation:

\[ d(\tilde{v}_j, \tilde{v}^*_j) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{3} \left[ (v'^p_j - v^p_j)^2 + (v'^m_j - v^m_j)^2 + (v'^s_j - v^s_j)^2 \right]} \]

**Step 8:** Choice ranking based on proximity rate. Measuring the distances, in this last step, proximity rate can be obtained through the following equation:

\[ CC_i = \frac{d^-_i}{d^-_i + d^+_i}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \]

Obviously, an alternative \( A_i \) is closer to the (FPIS, \( A^* \)) and farther from (FNIS, \( A^- \)) as \( CC_i \) approaches to 1. Therefore, according to the closeness coefficient, we can determine the ranking order of all alternatives and select the best one from among a set of feasible alternatives.

### 4. An application:
In this study, among the various criteria, the most important are used in evaluating performance. Table 1 gives the list of the evaluation criteria in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>(C1): Dealing with Customers’ complaints Timely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C2): Necessary measures for avoidance of gas service interruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C3): Training of safety and optimal consumption of natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal processes</td>
<td>(C4): Proper Management of Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C5): Budgeting of Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C6): Control of Projects Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and growth</td>
<td>(C7): Training of Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C6): Targeted Rewards for Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C9): Investment in Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C10): Total Quality Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>(C11): cost savings (current and energy, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C12): Project Cost Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These companies are as follows:
A1 : Ilam Province Gas Company
A2 : Kermanshah Province Gas Company
A3 : Lorestan Province Gas Company
A4 : Markazi Province Gas Company
A5 : Hamedan Province Gas Company

These corporations are evaluated and rank with regard to 12 identified criteria determined by BSC. Additionally, the ultimate scores of each corporation are measured by employing fuzzy TOPSIS method. In the first step, 10 professions in each corporation expressed their viewpoints about its scores in fulfillment of criteria. Then, the collected data changed into related fuzzy numbers and the fuzzy decision matrix was normalized.
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In the next step the weighted normalized fuzzy decision matrix is constructed.

An identical weight was given to all criteria in evaluation process. Accordingly the weight of any criterion is \(\frac{1}{12}\).

After obtaining the fuzzy weighted decision table, we calculate the distance of each alternative from the positive ideal (FPIS, A*) and negative ideal (FNIS, A–) solutions. Finally we calculate the closeness coefficient (CCi) of each alternative.

The results of the modified fuzzy TOPSIS analysis are summarized in Table 6. Based on CCi values, the ranking of the alternatives in descending order are A1, A4, A5, A3 and A2.

According to the last step, the best alternative is A1.
5. Conclusion & Discussion:
Performance evaluation in an organization plays a significant role in making managerial decisions and setting out organizational guidelines and strategies. Without sufficient knowledge of the organization’s strengths and weaknesses, making sound strategic decisions would not be possible. Such a sufficient knowledge is gained through a systematic evaluation of the organization’s performance. Meanwhile, performance evaluation plays an undeniable part in improving the organization’s quality and utility.

The present study attempted to evaluate performance of 5 gas companies of Iran because of significance of performance evaluation in petroleum activities. These companies were evaluated and ranked with regard to 12 identified criteria, by combining BSC and Fuzzy TOPSIS. The findings demonstrate highest scores and the highest ranking for Gas Company of Ilam province. Conversely, Gas Company of Hamadan Province gained the lowest score and the lowest ranking. The output of this method to be reminded that any weakness in the dimensions and the dimensions are its strong points. Using these outputs can be used to put the organization on the path to growth. This method can determine ranking of all decision making units. The analytical findings are indications of the proposed methods' strength. Along with simplicity and easy understanding, it has the following advantages: Support of fuzzy concept (lack of clarity and uncertainty), capacity for ranking (more effective decision making), and lightened calculative burden (feasibility of model solution). This proposed model helps directors and managers to make more accurate decisions and manage performance evaluation perfectly. This model can be applied to other industries and can be integrated with methods such as ELECTRE and DEA.
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